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Schedule 7: Central Switch Provisions 
 
 
In accordance with clause 5.3 of this Agreement, the changes to the Agreement where the Services 
are provided via the use of a Central Switch in a Multi Occupancy Unit are as follows: 
 
1 SCHEDULE 1: DEFINITIONS 

1.1 The following existing definitions shall be deleted and replaced with the following: 

(a) “End User Access” means the connection between the ONT within the Multi 

Occupancy Unit and the KCOM Exchange”; 

(b) “KCOM Equipment” means equipment located at the End User Site or the Multi 

Occupancy Unit which is supplied by KCOM as part of the Service; 

(c) “Network Terminating Equipment (NTE)” means network terminating equipment 

located within the Multiple Occupancy Unit, supplied by KCOM, excluding any 

ethernet cable; 

(d) “Network Termination Point (NTP)” means the network termination point within a 

Multiple Occupancy Unit; 

(e) “ONT” means the optical network termination equipment (i.e. the Central Switch) 

located within the Multi Occupancy Unit. 

1.2 The following shall be included as new definition:  

(a) “Landlord” means the owner of a Multiple Occupancy Unit. 

2 SCHEDULE 4: FTTP SERVICE 

2.1 Paragraph 1.1 shall be deleted and replaced with the following wording: 

“The Wholesale FibreLine Access FTTP Service (“WFL FTTP”) provides connectivity 

between the WFL Site and the ONT located within the Multiple Occupancy Unit.  WFL FTTP 

is delivered using KCOM’s Gigabit Passive Optical Network (“GPON”), which is a fibre to 

the premises network delivery (“FTTP”) mechanism. Delivery of the WFL FTTP Service will 

be by means of optical fibre cable between the KCOM Exchange and the ONT at the Multi 

Occupancy Unit.” 
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2.2 The following wording shall be included as a new paragraph 2.1(d): 

“any cabling running between the Central Switch and the End User Site is the sole ownership 

and responsibility of the Landlord, not KCOM;”. 

2.3 Paragraph 2.3 shall be deleted and replaced with the following wording: 

“KCOM shall ensure that the WFL FTTP Service is successfully delivered to the ONT that 

KCOM will install at the Multiple Occupancy Unit and which is the NTP for the WFL FTTP 

Service. As per paragraph 2.1(d) above, the Landlord is responsible for any cabling running 

between the Central Switch and the End User Site.  The CP acknowledges and agrees that in 

order for the End User to be able to use the Services, the CP or End User will need to install 

and connect a router that is compatible with the Services delivered to the ONT.  The CP is 

responsible for ensuring that such router is of an appropriate specification and set correctly to 

use with the Services.” 

2.4 Sentence one in paragraph 3.3 shall not apply. 

 


